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The Clear Light of Spring
--Leela Pienaar
Leela Pienaar was just received as an Associate with three other people in September on Holy
Cross Day in the Church of St. Peter on the Rock at the monastery. She was a teacher both at
the high school and tertiary level for many years in Kwa-Zulu Natal, the Western Cape and the
former Transkei, as well as being a lexicographer and running a bed and breakfast in Grahamstown. She has just retired from teaching at Rhodes University while still living in Grahamstown.
On a Spring morning in September, the beautiful service on that Sunday
along with three others, I was received morning, I noted the symbolic significance
as an Associate of the Holy Cross at of the ‘journey’ and the season of ‘Spring’
Mariya uMama weThemba Monastery in linked to our reception as Associates. It
Grahamstown. The Holy Eucharist service seemed appropriate to be blessed as we
was the immediate
embarked
on
culmination
of
our new spiritual
an
Associates’
journeys at a
weekend retreat.
Eucharist service
During the silent
backlit by the clear
retreat we had
light of Spring
participated
in
– the season of
Lectio
Divina,
growth and new
meditation
beginnings.
and prayer, all
Bemused
conducted
in
friends
and
harmony
with Four persons were received as Associates on Holy Cross family members
Day in September 2014 during the Associates Retreat at the
the rhythm of the monastery. One of those were the Rev. Mark Spyker, a par- have asked me
monastic offices. ish rector and Archdeacon from East London.
questions ranging
The
Eucharist
from the polite,
service at which we made our pledges “So what does it mean to become an
was joyful and celebratory but there was Associate of the Holy Cross?”; to the slightly
an undertone of solemnity about the more curious, “Will you have to wear a
occasion. I was aware that I was making special scapula/garb/robes?”; to the openly
a binding pledge and that this marked incredulous, “Are you becoming a nun?!”
the beginning of a new ‘journey’ for me. The last two questions have been easier to
It was fitting therefore to witness a long- answer with a chuckle and a reassuring,
standing Associate receiving a blessing “No”. The first question, “What does it
during the service, for a real journey (the mean to become an Associate of the Holy
Camino) that she was about to undertake. Cross?” is rather more challenging. I am
Later, as I reflected on the weekend and learning that being an Associate is indeed
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a journey of discovery and new beginnings.
The experiences and reflections of every
day life help me to refine my response to
that question further.
In more concrete terms, it might
be helpful to explain that becoming an
Associate involved prayer, reflection and
reference to the Rule of St Benedict in
order to formulate my own ‘Rule of Life’.
This was undertaken in consultation with
Br John, the Director of the Associates.
Articulating my personal Rule of Life has
enabled me to knit together the disparate
strands of my spiritual strivings spanning
decades, into a more coherent undertaking
towards contemplative living. St Benedict,
writing in the 6th century, refers to
“gyrovagues” who “spend their whole life
going round…always on the move; they
never settle down to put down the roots
of stability; it is their own wills that they
serve as they seek the satisfaction of their
own gross appetites.” (Rule, 1:10-12). St
Benedict’s words might well have been
written with me in mind! Yet, despite
having formulated my own Rule of Life,
and tailoring it to suit my circumstances
at this time, it is still a daily challenge to
honour my commitment to order, stability
and contemplative living. There are days
when I am overwhelmed by the demands
of work, family and social responsibilities
and I fear that my Rule has been too
idealistic. In my daily struggles I often feel
utterly isolated and adrift. At such times,

it helps me to imagine Grace as a kind of
spiritual gravitational force holding me in
place and I remember that I am supported
by a network of Associates and the monks
of the Holy Cross.
So I show up for my daily meditation
practice. This dawn meditation practice
has been the subject of gentle teasing by
those closest to me, who refer to it as my
‘levitation practice’! More seriously though,
the meditation practice (or ‘Centering
Prayer’) is not a form of luxurious escapism
or ‘floating away’ from reality. I am aware
that daily Centering Prayer in combination
with the Lectio Divina can be powerful
in keeping me mindfully anchored to
discerning reality and to my responsibilities
in this world – in the discharge of my duties
at work, in my relationships with others
and in my relationship with my imperfect
self. I am inspired by Richard Rohr’s words
about being conscious of our relationship
with reality. In Everything Belongs (1999)
he reminds us, “When we live in God’s
presence we await reality’s demands on us.
When we live out of ego we impose our
demands on reality” (p. 56).
So, with time and God’s grace, I hope
I will learn what it really means to be an
Associate - as the first question asks. I
suspect it is a question that will continue
to exercise me as I strive to live more
contemplatively both as an individual and
as an Associate of the Holy Cross.

Life is an experimental journey undertaken involuntarily. It is a journey of the spirit through
the material world and, since it is the spirit that travels, it is the spirit that is experienced.
-- Fernando Pessoa,
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Some Visitors at the Monastery

--Br. Roger Stewart, OHC

Recent months have seen an interesting
mix of people visiting the monastery and
staying in our guesthouse. Clergy and parish groups have included those from the
Dutch Reformed Church, Ethiopian Episcopals, as well as Methodists. Various year
groups of students from the College of the
Transfiguration in Grahamstown came to

the first part of the National Arts Festival. The pilgrimage trail that starts at the
monastery and leads towards Knysna and
beyond once again saw a group of pilgrims
that departed with our blessing on a chilly
morning in June. More unusually, we hosted a group from the Christian Life Community who were on a pilgrimage to vari-

The participants of the Associates of Holy Cross retreat in September 2014.
Back row from left to right: The Rev. Mark Spyker (just received as an Associate), Lindsay Woods, Leela
Pienaar (just received), Br. John
Front row from left to right:: Hannelie Duvenage, Rose Grant (just received), The Rev. Sue Paton (just received), Wendy Sweetman

the monastery for their retreats. A group of
layministers from the local Cathedral spent
a quiet day here, and we hosted a morning
gathering for some of our Associates.
Teachers and learners from St Thomas
Acquinas School in Gauteng are by now a
familiar presence in our guesthouse during
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ous sites of significance to Jesuit history in
the region. Then there were the two older
men who arrived on their motorcycles for
an overnight stay.
Formators from the Benedictine Communities of Southern Africa (BECOSA)
were with us for a few days to participate in

a workshop.
Some
interesting individuals who
popped in for a brief
visit included the Rt
Rev Eugene Sutton,
Bishop of Maryland
in the US, who is a
longtime friend of our
Order. A fascinating
conversation was had
with an intriguing selfidentifying gyrovague
over lunch one day.
The pilgrimage trail to Knysna begins at the monastery with an overnight, a
Br Scott, the Prior good meal and of course a prayer to send them off safely and that their travels
of Holy Cross Monas- may be blessed..
tery in West Park, NY,
in the US, visited our
community for several
weeks.
One aspect of the
guesthouse
ministry that has become
more apparent is that
sometimes guests will
come to us just because we offer a bed
and a welcome, but
having
experienced
the peacefulness of
Br. Scott Borden, the Prior of the Order’s Holy Cross Monastery in West Park,
our environment, they NY, took some time off to be with us here in South Africa.
are surprised to enmunity to stay for longer periods, we are
counter God and even
themselves in a new way. Several individu- now considering converting some of our
als have recently discovered invitations to guesthouse space into accommodation inmore of life hidden beneath the calm sur- tended for longer stays. In due course, we
are hoping to offer individuals the possibilface of time at the monastery.
While our community has always host- ity of retreat or sabbatical time extending
ed other religious for extended visits from from a few weeks to a few months.
time to time, and has also welcomed those
who have become close friends of the com5

Living Wage…it’s a Jesus Thing--Br. Julian, OHC

Each year, normally around February, We have been involved in educating their
the monastic community begins discussing children and helping them in every way
our budget for the upcoming year. This possible. We know the struggles they face,
is not the typical discussion. Our budget how they have to live, and how hard it can
meetings are really
be for them to just
about setting our
get by.
intentions for all we
Benedict tells us
have been given and
in his Rule that the
entrusted with. For
youngest members
Monks, it is truly an
of
a
monastic
act of prayer. It is a
house should always
time when the “ora”
be given a voice.
and the “labora” of
Why?
Because
our monastic lives
they can come
come together.
with fresh ideas,
This year what
can see a different
surfaced for us
perspective, and may
Andiswa Papau, our newest staff member
was our growing
have very well been
uneasiness about staff
sent by the Holy
salaries. Like many countries, South Africa Spirit to show the rest the way. Br Roger,
has a minimum wage. It is embarrassingly the youngest member of this house, truly
low. And like most other places, South led the community in understanding the
Africa has some set pay ranges for different concept of a Living Wage. He researched
industries and for types of work. We have from every angle the deficiencies of the
been most grateful that we have always minimum wage, what it actually cost
been able to pay a higher wage than the to maintain basic standard of living in
“going rate” for the same type of work from this area of South Africa, and where our
a typical secular employer. But we still held current salary plan was lacking.
a great deal of dissatisfaction.
Living with dignity is the key to
Most of our staff have been with us understanding the concept of a Living
for many, many years. Some even stayed Wage. But just what is a living wage?
on to work for us when the original three
Please forgive my reference of an
Brothers came to South Africa in 1998 to overused evangelical catch phrase, but it
begin our work here after the sisters of the really fits here: “what would Jesus do?”
Community of the Ressurrection of Our There is no reading of the gospels where
Lord had completed their time here. Our one could conclude that Jesus would pay
staff work hard, and they are trustworthy. a wage where someone had to decide
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between their diabetes medicine or buy
food or pay rent. There is no reading of
the gospels where Jesus would condone a
mother having to choose between getting
her medicine or medicine for her children.
The same must be said for all those who
are actually employed, earning a salary, but
remain homeless. Yet these are the realities
that multitudes are faced with. Who are
these multitudes? They are the multitudes
who work for a minimum wage. They
are the multitudes who work without the
benefit of a life with dignity.
We have long accepted the fact that,
as a small monastic order, we cannot fix
the deep ills of society and the culture at
large. But we fully believe we can make a
difference right where we are. This belief
goes right to the core of a fundamental
concept of monastic life: to be a living
example to the rest of the world that there
is a different way to live. This goes right to
my earlier statement as to why our annual
budget meeting is really a prayer meeting.
The budget document that emerges out
of our meeting is not just a financial
document. It is a spiritual document.
Armed with the facts of what our staff
needed to actually live with dignity we
then determined how we would make this
happen. This was a very different process
than deciding what we could “afford”
to pay as a starting place. We decided to
make a living wage as what we could afford.
This realization became a true Holy Spirit

moment for each of us.
Once all was in place we brought our
staff together to share our hearts with
them. I expected to see some happy faces.
But I was taken off guard by their tears,
prolonged hugs, and even the visible
shaking from the emotion of the news.
It was a staff meeting filled with God’s
presence.
Our Living Wage Salary Program is now
fully in place. In fact, as you read this, we
are now five months into the program. We
are seeing some great positive impact the
program is having for all of our staff. One
benefit that emerged was our ability to work
with a local bank to help each and every
staff member establish a savings account.
Some of our staff now actually have longterm savings to help secure their future. I
will also be very honest with you that when
we saw the actual finished budget, with
the impact the Living Wage Salary Plan
made on our bottom line we swallowed
hard and said “God help us do this.” But
every month the money is there to pay our
deserving staff the salary they need to live
with dignity. The biggest reason for this is
that you and so many of our donors are
standing with us in this mission. For that,
we are incredibly grateful. We are grateful
because together we are doing what Jesus
would do! Please help us to continue to
do so.

Love recognizes no barriers. It jumps hurdles, leaps fences,
penetrates walls to arrive at its destination full of hope.
---Maya Angelou
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Vocation: It’s Either Me or God

--Br. John Forbis, OHC

Finding a vocation is not the end of
all questioning. It is only the beginning.
Even if one thinks they have received their
calling in life, sometimes the questioning
only becomes fiercer than it was before.
Is this still for me? Have I really found
my home? Or did I make another
wrong decision and the true answers are
elsewhere? I am a real fan and supporter
of asking questions. Answers often
make me suspicious.
It is through the
questions, even the
unanswered
ones
that I learn and am
even drawn to God.
Thomas
Merton,
the
well-known
Cistercian
monk,
wrote in his famous
prayer from Thoughts
in Solitude:
My Lord God, I
have no idea of
where I am going.
I do not see the
road ahead of me.
I cannot know for certain where it
will end.
Nor do I really know myself, and the
fact that I think I am following your
will does not mean that I am 		
actually doing so.
But I believe that the desire to
please you does in fact please you.
And I hope I have that desire in all
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that I am doing.
I hope that I will never do anything
apart from that desire …
Perhaps this prayer is pointing out
to all of us that the questions we tend
to ask are so often about “me”. Where
do I find the answers? What is for me?
Where do I belong? Vocation isn’t just
about us. Actually we play a small role in
our vocation. Don’t
get me wrong. I’m
not saying that desire
plays no part in our
vocation, nor am I
saying that responsibility plays no part
either.
But where
does our desire aim?
To please God or to
please ourselves? We
should examine ourselves very carefully
before we answer this
question because appearances can be deceiving. For example,
you might want to
make a difference in people’s lives, bring
them to Christ. How do you want to do
this? As if you have all the answers in the
name of Christ?
Benedict says that leadership should
lead by example and not so much by
words. A quote attributed to St. Francis is that one should “always preach the
Gospel and use words if necessary.” Do

you lead as Christ would lead – by serving? Do you want to present the love of
God or present yourself presenting the
love of God? There is a subtle but very
important distinction between the two.
Too many people believe that ministry can only be done as a priest, a preacher or by always being visible and vocal as
a witness and testifier. But there are other ways to do ministry. In Benedictine
monastic life, not everyone is a priest,
a preacher or in the spotlight either in
leadership or any other activity. In many
ways , the Rule actually discourages this
desire. But what it also does is describe
a way of desiring to please God through
the importance of certain values, perhaps the chief one being humility.
Humility is not a self-condemnation.
Such an endeavour is both unhealthy and
false. Humility is about truth, especially
the truth about who we are in the presence of God. Humility provides us with
the honesty to express ourselves as God
knows us, as gifted, flawed individuals
with limitations, and to know that any
gifts we may have come from God while
our flaws are entirely our own. Humility allows us to admit that we don’t have
any idea where we are going, we can’t see
the road ahead and have no idea where
it will all end. But we trust that if we are
going to travel this road, acknowledging
just how blind we are, we “will quickly
arrive at that perfect love of God, which
casts out fear.” (The Rule of St. Benedict, Chapter 7, verse 67)
The monastic vocation offers nothing
less.

There is more than
one vocation in the
church!
One of those is a life dedicated
to seeking God:
•
•
•
•
•

through prayer
through community
through the careful
reading of scripture
through the study of
great spiritual teachers of
the past and present.
through work that
is both satisfying
and valuable to the
community.

This vocation is called
the monastic life.
If this is a vocation to which
you sense that God may be
calling you or someone you
know, tell us more.
Contact the Novice Master
Br. John Forbis
046 622 6465
john@umaria.co.za
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A Year in the Life of Holy Cross School
--Karola

McConnachie, Principal

2014 has been a momentous year in involved in the educational life of their
the life of our Holy Cross School and the children. They have contributed financially
Holy Cross staff team is to be commended to the learning programme, initiated
on a job well done. Our children have fundraising schemes for the school, learnt
experienced an expanded curriculum with how to conduct homework sessions with
crafting, gardening,
their children and
sewing and musical
taken responsibility
skills. There is always
for the application
an air of excitement
process to new
around our school
schools for those
with all the different
in Grade 3. This
programmes
transition
process
running under the
for our Grade 3’s has
watchful eyes of our
been a steep learning
auxiliary staff: Lisa
curve for all of us.
Brown, our clinical
Two girls will take up
psychologist,
who
their scholarships at
helped our abused
Diocesan School for
children move into One of the parents helping a child prepare for Girls, two girls were
Heritage Day at the School
a healing space;
accepted at Victoria
Ghida Bernard, our
Primary, two boys
occupational therapist, who dramatically are going to Graeme College and one boy
changed learning challenges into learning is moving to Oatlands Primary. The other
opportunities; Jenny McConnachie, our eight children will be going to Archie
missionary nurse/angel, who saw to the Mbolekwa Primary school where they will
holistic health of our little ones on a daily pioneer a new small Grade 4 class. We are
basis; and the inimitable Basil Mills, who praying for guidance and financial help
brought our environment and heritage to as we assist that school with this exciting
life in and outside our classrooms with so venture. Our dream is a primary school of
much excitement. Our garden project is excellence in a local township. This whole
reaching completion with life and death process has been an exercise of patience
lessons included for free: newly planted and prayer, but we feel we have done our
seedlings were shredded in a hailstorm, best for our Grade 3 children.
but many plants recovered, increasing our
The teachers have grown so much during
children’s awareness of the cycle of life.
2014 by attending invaluable workshops
Our parents have become increasingly throughout the year. Educational topics
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are constantly hotly debated
in our staffroom. We are very
sad to be bidding Ntsika Kitsili
farewell at the end of the year
and we all wish him success in
his new position at GADRA.
He has contributed enormously
to the ethos of our school
and is loved and respected
by his colleagues and pupils.
Mrs Magwa-Bobotyani has
expanded her social work and
is constantly dealing with cases
that need her professional input.
Our new YASC volunteer, Ryan
Zavacky, has settled in well and
is running our library.

Ntsika Kitsili has completed his last year of teaching at Holy Cross
School. He leaves to direct an educational project through the Grahamstown Area Distress Relief Agency. He will be missed!

Our Grade 3s attended a farewell weekend at the Ryan Zavacky, our Young Adult Service Corps volunteer
Hobbiton Fairewood Reserve here in Grahamstown, worker, came to us from Michigan in the United States.
engaging in many different activities both indoors
and out. Some were quite adventurous, such as this
one -- walking on wires across a gorge.
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Administratively, Holy Cross
has progressed positively during
2014. With the efficient assistance
of Br. Julian, our bursar, the
running of the financial side of the
school has improved dramatically.
In addition, we now have a circuit
manager in the District Office of
the Department of Education who
is impressed by our school and what
we achieve. The school has also
moved onto the SA-SAMS system,
which is the national educational A scene from a production of The Last Tree performed by Holy
Cross School for parents, the monks and special guests such as
administrative system. Our school Ntsika Primary School.
will be providing schooling on a
fee-paying basis to 10% of our pupils, while have some remarkable artists amongst
90% remain as bursary holders. This will our children. Heritage Day was celebrated
help the school to function more efficiently in September in traditional dress with
financially while still upholding the storytelling, song and dance, and delicious
ministry of Holy Cross to the most poor traditional food. Our annual school
and vulnerable children of our area. The play – “The last tree” – was performed
acquisition of our new bus and the addition on 28 November to a happy audience.
of our new driver, Mr Vuyo Mbaliso, has Every child was involved and they even
helped us to manage our own transport for helped in the writing of the play. It was a
the school and the scholarship children. wonderfully passionate performance with
Fuel and maintenance costs are very an environmental lesson.
And the school is planning the Holy
daunting and need careful management.
Cross
Country Fair for the 7th February
Among the many and diverse events
2015
to
raise much needed funds for our
that the school either sponsored or in
school
by
involving the whole community
which we partcipated, the school’s Sports
Day was held in March and became our of Grahamstown/Rhini.
When it was my job to unlock the school
first successful fundraiser. Our children
at
sunrise
for the first arrivals, what a joy it
enjoyed every minute and loved being able
is to hear the happy shouts and laughter
to spend money at the various stalls.
In May we entered our children in the as the children literally tumble out of the
Eastern Cape Eisteddfod in the poetry and bus and run into school to begin a new day
visual arts sections. Every class achieved a as the sun peeps over the Highlands hills.
double gold for poetry! For our visual arts Those wonderful sounds assure me that
we achieved 8 double golds, 21 gold and we must be doing something right at Holy
22 silver awards. Our whole community Cross School. I think I have the best job in
was uplifted by these achievements. We the world.
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Some Holy Cross Scholarship News

Some of you may remember that in
the October 2013 issue of the Uxolo we
did a feature profile of a young man
named Buzwe Simandolo. As we described in that profile, here is a man who
has taken the “bull by the horns” and has
done something to improve not only his
schoolwork but his own life.
And he has done it again! He was
quoted saying in the profile, “I am confident I will pass my matric this year although most people thought I would
fail.” He passed his matric, which was a
tremendous achievement in itself, but it
wasn’t good enough for him.
So he has been attending the Grahamstown Area Distress Relief Association
(GADRA) Matric School, which provides help to those who either want to
pass or improve their matric scores. He
has done extremely well, but he was will-

ing to settle to enter into Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University. However,
his teachers encouraged him to apply to
Rhodes University because of such high
marks in his courses at GADRA.
He is now going to enter into the
Bachelor of Science programme at
Rhodes University here in Grahamstown
with a loan that will cover his tuition,
room and board and money for books.
He himself said it best, “God is there
for me, and if I continue to pray to Him,
I’m going to go places.” Yes, we do believe he is. And again, with all of the
financial support you have given to our
Holy Cross Scholarship Fund over the
years, you are ensuring that young people as determined as Buzwe will see their
prayers answered.
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Magic and Mayhem

--Kath Barnard
Kath Barnard has been a volunteer for five Reading Camps and has been on the Planning
Committee for Reading Camp since 2012 when she was 18. She is also now a second
year anthropology and politics student at Rhodes University. She enjoys baking bread and
“introducing children to my favourite friends, books.”

Holy Cross Reading Camp 2014

Reading Camp is a magical space
created for the week, where each year is
different to the last. Part of the magic
(and mayhem) is in that we’ve only got
a week to do everything we’ve set out to
do. Primary objectives of camp are to
ensure each camper receives everything
we can give them with huge love, support
and healthy boundaries. Each year’s tone
is set in part by the animal chosen for
the year’s theme. 2014 was the year of
the Leaping Leopard, and the favourite
Camp song, this year, was the turn of
Pharrel Williams’ Happy, with everyone
singing and dancing along.
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At Reading Camp, no matter the
year, we all work together to create a
space in which all our Campers are able
to excel, from morning stations where
the ‘academic’ programme takes place,
to the afternoon and evening activities
where learning takes a holistic and no
less important aspect. The setting of
Assagaai Trails allows a great deal of
learning to take place naturally, with
hikes and games outside being a part of
everyday life at camp. Trips to the nearby
seaside, Kenton-on-Sea, is an annual
tradition, and is a point of much joy for
all, especially when a soccer ball comes

up close to animals only
ever seen on the pages of
books is a rare treat, for
campers and volunteers
alike, as hippo’s featured
in this year’s game drive.
Reading Camp, in
many ways, is made possible
through generous support,
both international and
local. Most notably, St
Raphael’s
Episcopal
Church,
Lexington,
provides for a majority
Basil Mills, from the National English Literary Museum, is a wildlife of the yearly Camp’s
expert and has taught at all five Reading Camps..
operating costs. Ms MaryJane Amick (better known
as Mama J), is able to fundraise through
St. Raphael’s, as well as drum up support
in other ways for our Camp in South
Africa. We are all immensely grateful,
and incredibly blessed that Mary-Jane is
able to support us in this way, as well as
fly out to South Africa for each Camp to
act as Camp Nurse and Chief Distributer
of Hugs. We are constantly looking for
new funding paths, as we hope to oneday expand and spread the joy that
Reading Camp can bring to as many
potential Campers as possible.
Each and every person who attends
a Reading Camp receives a little nugget
of the ‘good stuff’, containing the love,
excitement and magic of camp. This is
One of the campers is testing his skill on Basil Mills’
obstacle course on his farm.
the essence of camp, and what keeps
many of us ‘veterans’ returning year after
out! The 2014 excursion to Kariega
year. While you can’t tangibly see this
Game Reserve allowed each and every
special gift, there is no doubt that those
Camper, as well as all the ‘grown-ups’, to
who keep it nurtured in their hearts are
witness the beauty of the natural fauna
forever part of the Reading Camp family.
and flora of the Eastern Cape. Getting
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IZZIT?

News of the Community
our numbers since two brothers
were in America at that time.
As always, education plays a
huge role in our lives and ministry and quite a few things will
be happening and changing for
2015. In our school, our first
group of Grade 3 kids will be
“graduating” and leave for different schools. It will be sad to
see them leave, especially since
they are the ones that were the
first intake. However, the joy is
Br. Daniel with one of his favourite animals, a great dane. (Bealways to see the new ones comfore he became a monk, he used to own two of them.)
ing into Grade R. We also have
Daniel: Every time I have to write some- two more young people going to univerthing for our newsletter, I am once again sity next year and one who will be finishstruck by how time flies. We had our ing the end of this year.
7th Reading Camp this past June and
Our new YASCer, Ryan Zavacky,
we are already working up for the 2015 eventually arrived in early September
one. When we had our usual Reading after numerous trips to the South AfriCamp reunion earlier in November, I can Consulate in Chicago to have his
was reminded about the value of those visa sorted out. He is a joy and a huge
Camps, because we had a few of the “vet- asset to the school and after-school proerans” there to talk to the latest campers. gramme.
It was really astonishing to see how these
In late September I attended the
young people have grown and developed. Provincial Standing Committee of the
Closer to home we had a visit from Southern African Province of the AngliBr Scott Borden, OHC, during August. can Church. It was a very interesting
Scott is the Prior at our house in West experience and Iwas especially struck by
Park. It was his first real visit to us and the desire expressed to make the Church
we had a good time hosting him. Dur- a welcoming space and place. In October
ing October our superior, Br Robert I attended the Council for the Religious
Sevensky, also spent a few weeks with us, Life in South Africa where the focus was
which was especially helpful to bolster on vocations and formation.
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Timothy: Greetings from Santa Barbara, California, where I have been living
since the end of June, either preparing
for the replacement of my right shoulder
or recovering from the op!
The operation went smoothly on 13
August, and I have since then gone for
physical therapy twice a week. The therapist has been excellent, though there are
moments when I wonder if my arm will
just come off in her hands! The results
have been amazing, and now I have a
shoulder that works much better than
the old arthritic one had in many decades.
Through this I have been welcomed,
supported and prayed for by the monastic community here. I am very grateful to
Adam, Tom, Will and Bob for making
me feel at home and including me as a
part of the community. This has helped
the healing tremendously.
I am also grateful for the many friends
who have emailed, rung, and come to visit. My brother, Charley, stayed with me
the first week after surgery and helped
me with the initial exercises. It was great

to have him. I’ve also enjoyed helping
out with the gardens when I had energy,
and filling in for preaching, conducting a
parish retreat, and a bit of cooking.
Now the surgeon has signed me off,
and the physical therapy is coming to an
end. I have learned more about my body
than just replacing a shoulder with a bit
of steel. The mind must be re-trained to
accept the prosthesis, and the muscles to
cooperate with it.
Prayer has deepened as I have learned
more dependence on God, other people
and the nature around me. I’ve had to
rest more and just quit when the fatigue
comes on. I’m reading and praying by
myself quite a lot, studying some of the
ancients and reading novels I longed to
get into for years. I sit in the garden and
watch the crows and woodpeckers vie for
dominance in a tall tree. And occasionally a hawk comes for a visit. I’ve made a
friend of a chipmunk and a small lizard
who visit every day looking for handouts.
During my stay, Br. Nicholas Radelmiller’s health failed rapidly, and he died
peacefully at Sarah House here in Santa
Barbara. His funeral was on 9 November at Trinity Church in Santa Barbara.
Many friends and other religious, including the Franciscan Friars at the Mission
next door and the Camaldolese monks
from Big Sur, came to celebrate Nick’s
life as a monk and a priest.
I have travelled twice to Big Sur, California, to stay with the Camaldolese hermits, once before my surgery and just recently with Br. Roger who is visiting Mt.
Calvary from Grahamstown. And, I plan
to return in December for a longer stay
with them. I do so love the silence and
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the solitude of their monastic rhythm
and the generosity of their hospitality. I
thank God for the very close relationship
between our two brands of monasticism.
This “medical safari” is quickly coming to an end, and I am filled with gratitude for the love I have experienced. I
shall miss everyone even as I look forward to returning to our brothers on the
hillside in Grahamstown. I give great
thanks to God for the privilege of this
journey!

New York. We re-elected our Superior,
elected new Council members and put
in place a new way of governance within
the Order giving each of the houses more
autonomy than they had before. Our
hope is that this will strengthen each of
our houses in a sense of their own identity and integrity. This plan will be put
in place for the next three years to see
how it functions for us as an Order.
After the meeting, I went to Indiana
to see the family. It was a time of loving warmth
John:
I’ve
as well as an
been
busy
opportunity
doing some
to
experiwriting.
I
ence the crejust finished
ativity of the
an article for
area. As part
an issue dediof my time
cated to the
there, I spent
religious life
a few days in
for the jourChicago just
nal Grace and
walking, visTruth. The
iting musearticle was
ums, seeing
about
our
a concert in
John with the Formators from the Benedictine Communities of
Order’s his- Br.
Grant Park,
Southern Africa.
tory and life
taking a walkin South Afing architecrica, put in the context of the Anglican tural tour as well as having an amazing
Religious life as well as the Religious Life day at the Poetry Foundation, which proin general in South Africa. I so enjoyed motes poetry in contemporary culture.
reminding myself yet again just how rich I’ve always wanted to see the building, a
and diverse the Order’s history actually beautiful modern structure which incoris and how it continues to be so. I am porates a gorgeous garden providing a
also currently working on a second book quiet sanctuary away from the street and
of poetry that I hope will be ready at the a library of about 300,000 volumes. And
latest before the end of 2015.
as an extra bonus, I attended a talk at the
In late May I left to attend our Or- foundation about American women poder’s Chapter meeting in West Park, ets who have influenced five American
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poets who are very eminent today. With
the family, I went to Oak Park, Illinois,
and saw many houses designed by Frank
Lloyd Wright We also the Unitarian
Church -- his design as well. Also in Oak
Park, Illinois, is Ernest Hemingway’s
childhood home. It was a real treat to
be treading the ground of such illustrious people.
In July, I facilitated a meeting/workshop for the Benedictine Communities
of Southern Africa (BECOSA) Formators. We met together to talk about a
document that was presented to BECOSA as a discussion paper on the essentials of the monastic life and to try and
put together a study guide for the document. It was hard work and rewarding
work, especially being in the presence of
such creative and deep thinking people.
We also talked about the possibility of
putting a Juniorate programme together.
In September, we had a vocationer
come and visit us for a few weeks. So
I was intensely involved in his discernment. His presence with us added much
to our life, and upon his leaving, we were
left with a good feeling about him. He
just needs the time and space to discern
whether this is the next step in his life.
The other major event of the last few
months was learning about the possibility of a surgery that could correct my
epileptic seizures, a condition that I have
lived with for about 37 years including
all of its complications and changes in
medications and dosages. After some
investigation and consultation, I learned
of a clinic in Constantiaburg that specialises in such a surgery. I have spoken to
the doctor in charge there and feel very

encouraged by the possibilities of what
this surgery could offer. So by the time
of the next Uxolo, I will have had the
surgery, hopefully, and might even be a
new person. Who knows? Perhaps no
one will recognise me. I might not even
recognise myself.

James: I am truly excited and feel completely blessed to be moving from our
monastery in West Park, New York, to
our monastery in Grahamstown, South
Africa. I have had the opportunity to visit
twice and fell in love upon first sight. It’s
been several years since I first laid eyes
on this monastery, but now I finally get
to move here. I love our monastery in
West Park – it is where I discovered the
Order, entered, was formed, and prayed
for quite a while, and there is sadness in
letting it go. But there is also great joy in
coming here. And so, that is what these
last few months have been like for me. In
preparing to come to South Africa, I have
felt both sadness and joy all at the same
time. It is one of those precious times in
life that I will never forget. What a bless19

ing to have two communities to love, two
places to cherish.
I greatly look forward to getting to
know this new community of monks,
Associates, the school community, our
guests and many others as I settle into
my new life in the monastery. And I look
forward to learning about the joys, challenges, struggles, hopes, dreams, pain,
and triumph of South Africa – for me a
new land, a new country, a new culture.
I ask your prayers as I live into this transition and please be assured of mine as
well. Peace be upon you!
:

Julian: It has been a very gentle and
quiet time around here with only three
brothers at home. Our long cold and
wet winter has meant lots of time by
the fireplace and plenty of opportunity
to catch up on reading. What has
been most meaningful to me has been
the opportunity to study more about
photography and to let that part of
me develop. For me, photography is a
contemplative way of seeing. I was given
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a book on Contemplative Photography
awhile back and I laughed a bit at its
title. Contemplative is a word that has
gone a bit too mainstream. For me, it will
always denote prayer and relationship
with God through prayer. Yet spending
time in nature and looking through the
lens of my camera is certainly a true form
of prayer for me. I’m blessed to live in a
place that offers so many photographic
opportunities.
St. Alban’s Parish in East London
invited me to come and spend a Saturday
teaching about Contemplative Prayer.
We had a great turn out, over 20 people.
It is truly a gift to be able to share the
contemplative journey with others,
especially as a form of prayer.
My work as Bursar for the monastery
and Holy Cross School, along with
preaching, leading quiet days, and
working with our guests fills out the
balance of my time. And by the time
you are reading this we will be well into
Advent. Uxolo!
Roger: Near the beginning of the time
since I last wrote, it was my privilege
to renew my annual vow for a second
year of commitment to life with this
community.
I have continued to share holy
ground with individuals in spiritual
direction, both people I see regularly and
those with whom I meet just a few times
during their stay in the guesthouse. I was
pleased to facilitate a retreat for a group
of second-year students from the College
of the Transfiguration in Grahamstown.
One of my sisters and two of my
friends visited for a few days during the

latter stages of the National Arts Festival Peoples Climate March, the second visit
and for a short while afterwards. It was to the Cloisters, the Cathedral of St
very good to have them around for that John the Divine (with the marvellous
time.
Phoenix), Central Park and a jazz club.
On the tenth of September, I set I have seen the Adirondacks in all their
out on a big adventure. After a week in Fall glory, and I have delighted in a hike
Johannesburg, during which I enjoyed through a portion of the Catskills.
time with family and friends, I flew to
As I write this, I am in the scenic town
the US to visit other communities of of Santa Barbara, CA, on the other side
our Order, starting with Holy Cross of the US. Mount Calvary Monastery
Monastery in West Park, NY.
is adjacent to the monumental Old
I received a warm welcome and Mission, between the mountains and
generous hospitality
the
sea.
The
from my brothers
community here is
there, most of whom
similar in size to my
I had previously
home community
known just as names.
and the guesthouse
The monastery is in
offers hospitality
a beautiful setting
on a scale that I am
on the banks of the
familiar with. The
Hudson River estuary.
breviary and chant
The community is
are well known to
larger than my home
me.
community and the
I will be here for
guesthouse
both
a couple of weeks
larger and busier.
before
returning
That together with
to the West Park
learning a new
community. I will
breviary with a Br. Roger at the Peoples Climate March shortly be making
different form of in New York City.
a brief visit with
chant has made
Br Timothy to the
for a challenging experience, and I was Camaldolese community at Big Sur. I
surprised by how quickly I felt at home.
will be back in South Africa on the tenth
I have had two visits to New York of December.
City, once to participate in the impressive

“I alone cannot change the world, but I can cast a stone
across the waters to create many ripples.”

--Mother Teresa
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Mariya uMama weThemba Monastery
PO Box 6013
Grahamstown 6141 South Africa
Tel: (046) 622-8111 - Guesthouse
(046) 622-6465 - Monastery
Fax: 086-243-1738
Email: guesthouse@umaria.co.za
Website: www.umaria.co.za
PBO#: 930/000/363
NPO#: 036-811
Uxolo is the isiXhosa word meaning peace. Benedict
teaches his monks to “seek peace and pursue it”. This
quest has been the hallmark of Benedictine monasticism since the 6th century. We strive to continue to
bring peace to not just ourselves but to all who come to
us.
Staying in touch:
Uxolo Updates enewsletter: Click on subscription button on website or www.umaria.co.za/everlytic.html.
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
mariyaumamawethembamonastery
Sermon blog: lectiomonasticsermons.blogspot.com
On the cover: A scene from The Last Tree (see p. 6)

Contributing to Our Monastery

Please send your gift to:

The Prior
at the address to the left.

For our banking details, please email bursar@
umaria.co.za or ring (046) 622-6465.

If you are in the United States:
Please send your gift to

Ms. Barbara Fiore
Order of the Holy Cross South Africa Fund
Fiduciary Trust Company International
600 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10020-2302

Please contact us or look at our website for details
about tax exemption.
You can now donate online! See www.umaria.co.za

Bequests
If you would like to know how you can remember the
monastery in your will, please contact the Prior.
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